Abstract: We present a comparison for high-resolution imaging with a laboratory source between grating-based (GBI) and propagation-based (PBI) x-ray phase-contrast imaging. The comparison is done through simulations and experiments using a liquid-metal-jet x-ray microfocus source. Radiation doses required for detection in projection images are simulated as a function of the diameter of a cylindrical sample. Using monochromatic radiation, simulations show a lower dose requirement for PBI for small object features and a lower dose for GBI for larger object features. Using polychromatic radiation, such as that from a laboratory microfocus source, experiments and simulations show a lower dose requirement for PBI for a large range of feature sizes. Tested on a biological sample, GBI shows higher noise levels than PBI, but its advantage of quantitative refractive index reconstruction for multi-material samples becomes apparent. 
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Introduction
For x-ray phase-contrast methods to become practical for small-animal or medical imaging, laboratory sources are needed. As phase-contrast imaging allows for a lower dose than absorption imaging for high resolution [1, 2] , this is where the medical impact of the methods is likely to be. High-resolution medical or small-animal imaging requires x-ray sources with small emitting areas that still give sufficient flux for reasonable exposure times, and liquidmetal-jet sources have the potential for this [3, 4] . Using a liquid-metal-jet microfocus source, we directly compare two phase-contrast methods relevant for laboratory imaging with respect to the dose required for detection of features of different sizes. Two phase-contrast methods that function relatively well with polychromatic x-rays are propagation-based (or in-line) phase-contrast imaging (PBI) [5] , and grating-based (or Talbot) phase-contrast imaging (GBI) [6] . PBI requires high spatial coherence, and hence a small source. GBI can be used with an extended source, such as a conventional x-ray tube, if an additional grating is placed at the source [7] . An extended source with higher power has the advantage of shortening the exposure time, but the image resolution will be correspondingly lower. For high-resolution imaging, a source with small emitting surface is required. Analyzer-based imaging (ABI) can also be applied with polychromatic laboratory sources by using monochromators [8, 9] .
The use of liquid-metal-jet sources for grating-based imaging was recently demonstrated [10] . This technology uses regenerate jet of liquid metal as anode which relaxes the limitation at high e-beam power density. These sources are currently being operated at an e-beam power density of 600-1300 kW/mm 2 (7-20 μm spot size) [4, 11] and there is potential for significant increase, making them an interesting option for phase-contrast imaging.
X-ray phase-contrast imaging is normally limited by noise, so to compare the two phasecontrast methods, noise characteristics must be considered. Using or assuming synchrotron radiation, the noise characteristics of the phase signal for GBI have been investigated by experiments [12, 13] and simulations [13] [14] [15] [16] . Comparisons of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of different phase-contrast methods have been performed both theoretically and experimentally [17] [18] [19] . Using conventional x-ray tubes, the noise characteristics of the phase signal have been investigated experimentally [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Using a microfocus source, the covariance matrix of the three image quantities has been studied [25] . In many cases, comparisons to absorption imaging have been made -some to conventional absorption imaging, some to the absorption signal obtained from GBI.
Taking the size of the object details into account, the dependence of noise on spatial resolution for GBI has been established and compared to absorption imaging [21] , finding that grating-based phase contrast has lower noise than absorption imaging for fine details. A relation between dose and spatial resolution has been established numerically for gratingbased tomography [1] and for propagation-based imaging [2] , though under such different circumstances that it is difficult to compare them directly. Both show that phase-contrast imaging requires lower dose than absorption imaging for fine object features. As GBI and PBI are the most widely used methods for laboratory-based phase-contrast imaging, we extend the comparisons by comparing the two methods directly to each other under similar conditions. The comparison is done, using simulations and experiments, mainly for 2D projections, and some experimental 3D tomographic data are also presented. We use a liquid-metal-jet x-ray source, deeming this a promising technique for future high-resolution applications in smallanimal and medical imaging.
This comparison is done under as similar conditions as possible, but due to the inherent differences between the two methods there will be differences in the conditions. In particular, optimal source-to-object and source-to-detector distances are not the same for the two methods. If the distances were chosen according to the propagation-based method, they would not fit the requirements for a Talbot interferometer with available gratings. If the distances were instead optimized for the Talbot interferometer, the object-to-detector distance would be so short that very little phase contrast would be generated using the propagation-based method. Having established that the distances must be different, they can still be chosen with care. One option is to use the same total source-to-detector distance, as this gives the same length of the arrangement and hence the same photon counts at the detector, absorption in gratings excluded. Another option, which was used here, is using the same source-to-object distance, as this gives the same doses for equal exposure times. The distances of the gratingbased method were chosen to fulfill the requirements of a Talbot interferometer. Keeping the source-to-object distance the same, the object-to-detector distance of the propagation-based method was limited by the detector size. It was chosen to keep the region of interest (ROI) of the largest object we used smaller than the field of view of the detector.
The two methods also differ in detector requirements. GBI is usually used with large pixels which allow the use of more efficient detectors. PBI requires high-resolution detectors to resolve the characteristic edge enhancements. As comparison conditions should be as similar as possible, we have used the same high-resolution detector for both methods, even though the effective detector element is smaller than that normally used for grating-based imaging.
Another issue relevant to the comparison is the use of a liquid bath. For grating-based imaging, objects are often immersed in a liquid bath to avoid phase-wrapping at the edges. This is a drawback from a noise point of view, as the bath absorbs radiation that has passed through the object and in special cases, such as for the phantom considered in this paper, it also lowers the contrast. Propagation-based imaging requires no liquid bath, but in this comparison the bath was used for both methods to make conditions as similar as possible.
Finally, the two methods provide different images. GBI generates phase, amplitude, and dark-field images, while single-distance PBI provides only the phase. In special cases, such as for a homogeneous sample, absorption information can be obtained from the phase distribution but does not add any new information. This comparison uses the phase images only. For simple objects with low absorption, like the phantom used in the present study, the phase image will dominate and most of the object information is in the phase image [26] .
Methods

Experimental arrangements and samples
The experiments were performed using a liquid-metal-jet x-ray source from Excillum with a Ga/In/Sn alloy. An electron beam of 0.8 mA current and 50 kV acceleration voltage was focused onto the metal jet at 5° angle between the surface normal and the electron beam, as shown in Fig. 1 . This yields an elliptical spot, almost Gaussian in shape, with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~3.6 μm × 6.8 μm. Compared to the spot size of ~7 μm × 7 μm normally achieved with 45° incident angle [11] , the smaller spot size in the direction perpendicular to the grating lines can offer higher spatial coherence and therefore higher visibility. A smaller angle of incidence causes a reduction in low-energy x-ray flux due to self-absorption in the jet, but for this application the reduction is negligible. The detector is a scintillator-based fiber-coupled CCD detector from Photonic Science with 5 mg/cm 2 Gadox, a pixel size of 9 μm × 9 μm and a total area of 36 mm × 24 mm. Its point spread function (PSF) was measured to have a FWHM of 21 µm.
The arrangements for PBI and GBI are illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b), respectively. PBI uses the propagation of the wave in free space: the detector is placed some distance away from the sample without any optics. For GBI a Talbot grating interferometer is used, consisting of a phase grating G1 and an absorption grating G2. For our arrangement, G1 has a period p 1 = 4.12 µm, duty cycle 0.5, and Ni lines of height 10-11 µm on a 50 µm thick Ti substrate. G2 has 60 µm Au lines with a period p 2 = 2.4 µm and duty cycle 0.5 on a 500 µm thick Si substrate. G1 was mounted on a piezo stage (P-752 from Physik Instrumente) to enable phase stepping. The experimental arrangement was designed for 25 keV photon energy, and the geometry parameters are shown in Table 1 . For GBI the arrangement was chosen taking account of the source spectrum, spot size, and the specifics of available pairs of gratings. For our grating pair, the 3rd fractional Talbot distance is close to the optimal distance by considering the beam coherence length [1] . For PBI the objects were kept at the same distance from the source to keep dose levels the same.
During experiments, objects were immersed in a liquid-paraffin bath to avoid phasewrapping at the edges. The density of the liquid paraffin is around 0.8 g/cm 3 . The container was made of 1 mm thick polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and was 20 mm thick along the beam propagation direction, adding in total 2 mm of PMMA and up to 18 mm of liquid paraffin. The bath also works as a filter, reducing low energy radiation that increases the dose but cannot reach the detector and contribute to the imaging. Figure 1(c) shows the spectrum after passage through the bath. The strongest peaks around 25 keV are emission lines of In and Sn.
The first object was a phantom made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) monofilaments of different diameters. The densities of PET is around 1.4 g/cm 3 . Absorption contrast was significantly reduced due to the similarity of the attenuation coefficients of liquid paraffin and PET. Dark-field images gave little information, as the PET monofilaments have a homogenous structure and smooth surfaces which produce little scattering except at the edges. Therefore for GBI only phase contrast, no absorption-contrast or dark-field images, were considered in the comparison with PBI. The second object was a human breast biopsy sample fixed in formalin in a sample tube with a diameter of 1 cm. 
Data processing
For GBI, information about phase, absorption and scattering can be extracted from projections acquired with G2 at different transverse positions with respect to G1 [6] . The detected photon number of one pixel at phase step n can be modeled in approximation as a sinusoidal curve 0 2 ( ) cos , with 0,1, ..., -1, n I n I a n N N π ϕ
where N is the total number of phase-scan steps, I 0 is the mean value of all steps, and a and φ are amplitude and phase parameters of the sinusoidal curve. These parameters can be evaluated through Fourier series analysis [27] . 
The differential-phase contrast (DPC) image is found as the difference of φ between a scan with the object, and a flat-field scan without it. The DPC signal is proportional to the refraction angle of the wavefront and thus to the first derivative of the phase shift. For PBI projection images, no extra data processing is needed to obtain a phase-contrast image. The edge enhancement is proportional to the second derivative of the phase shift, and subsequent phase retrieval [28] allows reconstruction of the actual phase shift. The application of a Hilbert filter [29, 30] to the DPC images allowed subsequent tomographic reconstruction. PBI projections were processed using a Fourier-based phaseretrieval algorithm for homogeneous samples by Paganin et al. [31] to reconstruct the projected density. Tomographic reconstructions were performed using cone-beam filtered back projection (FBP) as implemented in the Octopus software [32] .
Simulations
Both methods were simulated using Fresnel diffraction theory in a manner similar to Lundström et al. [2] but adding the grating interferometer and scanning process for GBI [14, 26] . The simulation process for the grating-based system is schematically presented in Fig. 2 . Firstly, a plane wave is multiplied by the contributions of the object and the first grating, assumed to be in the same plane. The contributions are calculated under the projection approximation [33], using mass attenuation coefficients from NIST [34] and the real part of the complex refractive index from RTAB [35] . A more complex scattering model would allow more accurate simulation of dark-field images, but for the class of the objects considered in this comparison, the dark-field signal is small and not considered in the comparison. Then the field is propagated to the second grating using the Fresnel diffraction integral, evaluated with the fast Fourier transform. The propagation distance is modified to compensate for the spherical wave geometry [31] . After convolution by the projected intensity distribution of the source, the resulting intensity is multiplied by the attenuation function of the second grating. As the field of view is limited by the detector, only the central parts of the gratings are used. Hence the gratings are regarded as thin, and angular filtration due to high aspect ratios omitted. The detector is assumed to be in the same plane as the second grating. The modulation transfer function (MTF) of the detector is measured by the edge method and included in the simulation. The detector quantum efficiency is calculated using the mass energy-absorption coefficients of the phosphor in the Gadox scintillator. The detector response is assumed to be linear with respect to the energy of the detected photons. The full spectrum is represented as a discrete set of energies. Simulations are done for each of these energies, and the resulting intensities are summed for each pixel. Photon noise is considered and added in accordance to each single projection with the measured noise power spectrum (NPS) and readout noise of the detector. For G2 at different positions with respect to G1, images at different phase scanning steps are obtained. The visibility for GBI
is also affected by imperfections of the gratings, which are difficult to model in the simulation. The difference in visibility between simulation and experiment is corrected for in the simulations by reducing the amplitude in the pixel intensity curves with an experimentally determined constant factor before adding noise. 
Dose and SNR calculation
To keep the time required for simulations at an acceptable level, the absorbed dose was calculated using mass energy-absorption coefficients from NIST [34] taking the shape of the object into account. Comparisons to Monte Carlo simulations performed using the Penelope 2006 software [36] for some PET cylinders and the breast tissue model in liquid paraffin, show that the dose calculated from mass energy-absorption coefficients has, at most, an error of about 23%. In the context of this comparison, which is looking for order-of-magnitude differences, this error is small, and also the same for both methods.
Image quality was assessed through the signal-to-noise ratio in the test statistic of an ideal observer in a detection task. SNR was calculated in Fourier space as [37]
where ∆G is the difference in the expected signal with and without object and NPS is the noise power spectrum. For PBI and GBI, SNR 2 was calculated respectively for one projection and for the DPC image, i.e., ∆G = ∆φ for the DPC image. The noise variance, Figure 3 shows PBI (a-e) and GBI (f-j) images from simulation (a, b, f, g) and experiment (c-e, h-j) of the PET phantom. The experimental DPC images (h) were obtained as the average over 24 DPC images for 5 phase steps with 2 minutes exposure time at each step. The total exposure time was 240 min. The dose was calculated to be around 0.7 Gy for each cylinder, though the value varies slightly for different cylinder diameters. The method for dose simulation was previously verified through measurements using an ionization chamber [2] . To limit drift of the interference fringes during long exposures, the flat-field images were taken in between exposures rather than after as for the propagation-based projections, but the amount was the same for both. The experimental PBI images (c) were averaged over 24 10-minute projections to keep the same dose. The profiles (b, d, g, i) were averaged vertically over the 33 pixels shown in the images for better visualization. For GBI, the reconstructed slice (j) was obtained from a tomographic scan consisting of 360 phase-contrast projections over 180° with 0.5° increment for 5 phase-scanning steps. The exposure time for each phase scanning step is 1 min and consequently 30 h for the whole CT scan, giving a total estimated dose of 5 Gy to each cylinder. The voxel size is 7.2 µm. For PBI, the reconstructed slice (e) was obtained from the same number of phase-retrieved projections with the same total exposure time and consequently the same dose. The voxel size of 3.6 µm differs due to the larger magnification. The visibility of the simulated DPC image was multiplied by 0.44 to match the mean visibility value of the background in the experimental images (15%). As can be seen in Fig. 3 , simulations agree with experiments. The small differences that can be seen in the profiles are mainly due to the vertical averaging. As the monofilaments are not perfectly straight and their diameters vary slightly, averaging can easily smear out the highcontrast edge enhancement which only covers a few pixels. Some other factors that can cause differences are uncertainties in the densities of phantom and liquid paraffin, source drift and object instability during long exposures. Fig. 3 . Simulated and experimental PBI (a-e) and DPC images (f-j) of a phantom consisting of four PET monofilaments in a liquid-paraffin bath. Their diameters were found to be 494, 213, 100 and 23 µm respectively by matching the widths of the simulated images to the experimental ones [38] . Projections (c, h) have 4 h total exposure time. Profiles are integrated vertically over 33 pixels from the images above them. Slices from tomographic reconstructions (e, j) have an exposure time of 30 h.
Results and discussions
The simulation in Fig. 4 compares the required dose absorbed in the PET phantom as a function of cylinder diameter for DPC and PBI projection images. The dose was calculated at the exposure time required to obtain an SNR 2 of 25, which is a generalization of the Rose criterion for detectability [39] . The SNR 2 was calculated over a length identical to the cylinder diameter [2] to avoid the effect of cylinder length on the detectability. The DPC and PBI Monochromatic lines were simulated assuming a 25 keV monochromatic source and a flawless grating interferometer optimized for this energy. All other settings were the same as in the experiments. The height of Nickel structure was set to the optimal 8.7 µm instead of the slightly mismatched 10-11 µm used in the experiment for this photon energy. The visibility was 65% for DPC images in this case. For the DPC and PBI Polychromatic lines, a polychromatic source with the spectrum of the liquid-metal-jet source was assumed, giving the DPC images a visibility of 36%. All other settings were kept the same. Unlike PBI, which was not much affected by the wide spectrum, the DPC image has a significant decrease in visibility and increase in dose. Compared to the 25 keV monochromatic source, the lowenergy photons lead to a higher dose while contributing less to the DPC signal. The DPC Polychromatic Adjusted line shows the simulation results after adjusting the visibility down to 15% by a factor 0.44 to match the experimental results, where the grating imperfections are assumed to be the main cause. This adjustment increased the required dose roughly 6 times. The PBI Polychromatic Adjusted line is compensated for the mismatch of image contrast between simulations and experiments. The image contrast in experiments is around 18% lower than in simulations. Figure 4 shows that DPC requires higher dose and exposure time to visualize the PET phantoms of the experiments compared to PBI. This result agrees with Fig. 3 , where the same dose gives visibly lower noise for the PBI method. The effect is clearest for the finest monofilament of 23 µm diameter, which can be observed in the PBI projection but not in the DPC image with the same exposure time and dose. To resolve the 23 µm phantom would require a dose of around 7 Gy for DPC, but only around 0.09 Gy for PBI projection image. The higher magnification in the PBI setup explains part of its advantage for objects with small diameters.
The dose requirement of PBI has a size dependence of approximately d -1.9 , where d is the object diameter. The slope of DPC has a size dependence of approximately d -2.5 . The smallest diameters were not considered in the fitting in order to exclude the steeper-slope part in , our result supports their conclusion that PBI has higher sensitivity for higher spatial resolution, and also agrees with their experiments that for large-diameter objects (200 and 350 µm wires in [19] ) DPC can perform better than PBI projections using a monochromatic source, although differences in both experimental parameters and the methods for calculating SNR led to different specific results. The results also indicate a trend relevant to other microfocus sources, though different source spectrum or spatial coherence properties can give different detailed values for different microfocus sources [10] .
The different behavior for different object sizes can be qualitatively explained from the inherent differences of the methods. GBI measures the derivative of the phase, while PBI measures the second derivative. In Fourier space, considering e.g. the contrast transfer function, the first derivative corresponds to a linear dependence on spatial frequency, while the second derivative corresponds to a quadratic dependence. This implies that the methods will depend differently on the spatial frequency and hence on the object size d, and also that PBI will favor the smaller details more. Hence, while the exact values of the exponents (−1.9 and −2.5) might vary with experimental conditions, their approximate values, and the difference between the methods, are likely of more general nature.
The simulations in Fig. 4 were all done using 9 µm pixels, as in this application a highresolution detector is necessary for high-resolution imaging. For completeness, both methods were simulated using pixel sizes up to ~50 μm for monochromatic radiation. Then the required dose of PBI for larger objects increases, as low detector resolution implies the edge enhancements vital to PBI are not well resolved [19] . The smaller objects are not resolved by either method. The projections for GBI were extracted from an exposure with 2 min exposure time per phase-scanning step and 8 steps, and for PBI an exposure with the same total time, 16 min. A dose of about 54 mGy was estimated to be delivered by simulating the sample as a 1 cm diameter cylinder of breast tissue. The slices were extracted from tomographic scans with 720 projections over 360°. The exposure time per projection is 5 min for both methods (but split on five 1-minute phase steps for GBI). The total dose is estimated to be around 12 Gy. In Fig. 5(b) , the absorption contrast is quite high due to the thick object and a significant difference in attenuation coefficient between different materials. Due to the complexity of the biological tissue texture and high noise, it is difficult to distinguish structures using only the phase information in the DPC projection image (c). For the PBI projection (a, d), besides the absorption contrast, the edge enhancement due to phase shift between different tissues offers more information on small details. A tomographic slice of each method is shown in Fig. 5(f)-5(h) . The PBI slice (f) was reconstructed from projections, where the phase retrieval parameters were chosen as ∆β/Δδ = 0.0079 to correctly reconstruct the boundary between breast tissue and calcifications. Here, δ and β is the real and imaginary part of the refractive index, respectively. The calcifications are assumed to be hydroxyapatite due to their spherical shape [40] , as can be seen in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e). The PBI slice (f) seems to have lower noise level than the GBI slices (g) and (h), and adipose tissue and calcifications are more clearly observed. However, in the DPC CT slice (g), the formalin in the tube is also recognizable, which is hard to distinguish in (f) due to the limitation of the assumptions of the phase retrieval. Depending on the region of interest (ROI), different phase-retrieval parameters are needed to correctly reconstruct the interfaces of different materials. Figure 6 shows a magnification of the ROIs marked in Fig. 5 . The calcifications (a) and adipose tissue (b) are extracted from Fig. 5(f) , using phase-retrieval parameters suitable for viewing the calcifications. Consequently, the calcifications show clearly, but for the adipose tissue there is remaining edge enhancement. The second set of calcifications (c) and adipose tissue (d) are obtained from the same data, but using phase-retrieval parameters suitable for viewing the interface between adipose and breast tissue (∆β/Δδ = 0.0014). Here, the different tissues are well reconstructed, but the calcifications blurred. In comparison, the DPC CT images (e) and (f) give quantitative reconstructions of both calcifications and adipose tissue at the same time. The noise level, however, is higher than for PBI. The GBI absorption images (g) and (h) verify the disadvantage of absorption-contrast imaging on materials such as adipose tissue and breast tissue shown here. 
Conclusion
We have presented a comparison between the PBI and GBI phase-contrast methods based on experiments and simulations for high-resolution laboratory-based imaging. Images of a PET phantom in a liquid-paraffin bath have been acquired for both PBI and GBI systems at the same exposure time and dose. The experiment indicates that PBI projection gives better SNR than GBI DPC at the same exposure time and dose, and also shows a case where PBI projection allows the object to be detected while GBI DPC does not. These results are in agreement with the presented simulations. Doses required for observing objects of different sizes have been calculated and compared for PBI projections and DPC images by simulation. It shows that DPC requires higher doses for all object sizes tested (10-1000 µm) under the experimental conditions. DPC may have lower dose requirement for large object sizes when a monochromatic source is used. A breast biopsy sample has been imaged and compared using both methods at the same dose, showing the expected improvement in image quality for PBI, but also showing the advantage of quantitative reconstruction of the refractive index, both real and imaginary parts, for GBI.
The specifics of this comparison apply only to the precise arrangements described in this paper, and changing any parameter -source size, distances, grating properties, sample properties, detector properties, to mention some -will influence the results. However, it is possible, partly supported by other comparisons [1, 2, 17, 19] , to deduce some more widely applicable trends. For monochromatic radiation and a perfect Talbot interferometer, the method giving the lower dose will depend on object feature size: for small features PBI requires the lower dose, while for larger features GBI requires the lower dose. The exact cutoff point will depend on the circumstances, including e.g. absorption in grating substrates. For polychromatic radiation, as produced by most laboratory sources, PBI requires nearly the same dose as for a monochromatic source, while for GBI dose increases significantly. In addition, grating imperfections can cause significant increase to the dose for GBI. So in some experimental circumstances, such as those presented in this paper, PBI will require the lower dose for a large range of feature sizes.
Finally, we emphasize that the comparison presented in the present paper relates primarily to the required radiation dose and exposure times. Other inherent differences of the methods will sometimes be more relevant, depending on the application. Without any aim for a complete comparison, some of those differences can be mentioned. A main advantage of GBI is its ability to work with multi-material samples without prior knowledge on the compositions of the samples, and the simultaneous acquisition of both phase-contrast, absorption-contrast and dark-field images. Single-distance PBI cannot provide a quantitatively correct reconstruction for multi-material samples. GBI often provides a shorter, more compact arrangement, relevant to some applications. PBI is mechanically easier to implement, using only a subset of the equipment of grating-based imaging, and more stable from thermal and mechanical point of view. GBI can be used with detectors of larger pixel sizes. PBI does not need a liquid bath and provides easier access to the sample. The dose comparison, as presented in this paper, serves as yet another item on this list, providing more information on which method to use in a dose-sensitive application.
